is determined fromthegustupstream conditions andthe LagTangian coordinates of themean flow,andthepotential partis governed by a non-constant coefficient, inhomogeneous convective wave equation. Thus in Goldstein's formulation, themathematical problem isreduced tosolvingasingle equation. Goldstein's workthus brought about a significant simplification in theformulation ofunsteady vortical flows. Fortheimportant special case of flowspasta body witha stagnation point,however, Goldstein's vortical velocitybecomes singular along thebodysurface andin the wake. Dueto thissingularity in thevortical velocity, the unknown potential mustsatisfy singular boundary conditionsalong these surfaces. These features make it difficult to useGoldstein's approach directly fornumerical computations ofunsteady vortical flows past abodywitha stagnation point.
Atassi andGrzedzinski 5have shown thatit ispossibletomodify Goldstein's splitting oftheunsteady velocity in sucha wayasto remove thesingularity in thevortical velocity along thebodysurface andinthewake. Theirregularization ofGoldstein's approach leads to a formulation fortheunsteady problem which iswell-suited tonumerical solution techniques.
Upuntilrecently, mostnumerical workin unsteady aerodynamics concentrated on potential methods.The earlyworkdealtwithsolving theunsteady small disturbance potential equation asa wayof obtaining theunsteady flowaround oscillating airfoils or cascades. Later workwasdirected toward solving thelinearized unsteady potential equation andtheunsteady full potential equation.Morerecently researchers have worked todevelop the so-called primitive variable methods, wherein thefull unsteady Euler or Navier-Stokes equations aresolved using a time-marching approach. Whereas theearlier potential methods were directed primarily atsolving unsteady flows around oscillating airfoils andcascades, theprimitive variableapproach canbeused to solve a widerrange of unsteady flows. Thisapproach, however, hasthedrawback of being prohibitively expensive forroutine engineering calculations such asareencountered indesign work.
Inthepresent paper weareconcerned withlarge scale unsteady disturbances such asareencountered in therotorstatorinteraction of turbomachinery andpropellers. For such flowsthelengthscale associated withtheupstream vortical disturbances isusually ofthesame order ofmagnitude astheblade chord, andthecharacteristic unsteady velocity isin many applications anorder ofmagnitude less thanthemean velocity. 
where D_ is the material derivative.
In the absence of upstream flow disturbances, and assuming the airfoil to be rigid, there will be a steady flow 
The vortical component if(n) is given by
As is shown in [5], there is no pressure associated With the velocity 95, so that the vortical velocity _n) produccs no pressure fluctuations.
The pressure is determined entirely by ¢* and is given by
(2.33)
In order to choose a paxticular function 5 that cancels the singular behavior of _z) along the surface of the airfoil and in its wake, the boundary condition
is imposed at the airfoil surface and in the wake. in order to ensure that ffooissolenoidal (satisfies the continuityequation).
Now condition
(2.13) shows that the unsteady velocity ff(£, t) must satisfy ff(£', t) ---*5"e5'(z-Tv_0 as xl ---oo.
(2.43)
Since X2 = _ and g20 is the stream function of a twodimensional mean flow, 
The equation
where the unsteady velocity is given by Of particular concern is condition (2.53).
In order to facilitate the implementation of the far field boundary condition, it is convenient to replace ¢ by a function whose gradient vanishes as r --+ co, where r is the distance from the airfoil center.
To this end, we introduce the potential functions ¢1
and ¢2, where 
The problem may then be reformulated in terms of the unknown potential ¢1.
In the present paper we will not concern ourselves with the explicit expression of the potential function ¢2. 
and the boundary conditions are
Finally, the nondimensional expressions for the potential function ¢, for the unsteady velocity, the vortical velocity, and for the upstream velocity disturbances are i = F(.,+ a2kl --alk2 1 --e -ik2x' 
where the coefficients Al...As are known functions which depend on the mean flow, and $1 ...$4 are given by
In the far field both the coefficients A1 ...As and the source We will examine in detail the effects of each of these parameters on the unsteady lift and moment of airfoils subjected to one-, two-, and threedimensional gusts.
The authors would like to emphasize that great care was taken to validate the codes that were used to obtain the numerical results presented in this section. Due to a lack of space, however, we will not concern ourselves with the validation process in the present work. Information concerning the steps that were taken to validate our numerical scheme can be found in References 8, 9, and 15. Figures 2 and3 present results for a 12% thicksymmetricairfoil at zerodegrees incidence forMachnumbers of .5and.7,respectively. Eventhough these airfoils are unloaded, theirthickness altersthemean flowconsiderablyfromthelinear thinairfoil case where theMach numberis constant throughout theflow. Notethat forthe higher Machnumber case themean flowvariation ismuch stronger. It willbeseen shortly thateven thisamount of mean flowvariation canhave a significant effect ontheunsteady flowdueto thedistortion ofthevortical structure oftheupstream disturbances. Figures 4 -9 present results for airfoils with steady loading. The results in Figure  4 are for a 12% thick symmetric airfoil at an angle of attack of 5°, and the results in Figure  5 are for a 12% thick airfoil with 5% camber but 0°angle of attack. The free stream Mach number for both of these plots is .5. Note that for the uncambered airfoil with 5°angle of attack, the loading is concentrated near the leading edge, whereas for the cambered airfoil with zero incidence angle the loading is distributed more evenly over the entire airfoil. Note also that even though the gradients in the flow for Figure  4 are much stronger than for the results in Figure 5 , the airfoil in Figure 5 has the larger steady lift coefficient.
As will be seen later, the magnitude of the steady lift coefficient is in some sense a good measure of the amount of mean flow distortion for lifting airfoils over nonlifting airfoils.
In Figures  6 and 7 Due to its heavier loading, the airfoil in Figure  7 will have a stronger distortion effect on the incident vortical disturbances than will the airfoil in Figure  6 , even though their angle of attack and camber ratios are the same. 23 and 29 , the effect at the low frequencies is essentially to shift the curve in the direction of the negatlve real axis. For the results in Figure  23 , the reduction in the quasi-steady lift (kl _ 0, k2 _ 0) for the loaded airfoil over the unloaded airfoil is 20%, while for the results in Figure   29 , the reduction is 23%. 
